How do you take an image or idea that captures your
imagination all the way to a completed design?
Save The Date!
We held our very first retreat in rural Texas, and the
peaceful Prairie setting keeps drawing us back! This
year, join us from Monday, October 9th to Friday,
October 13th for exciting classes and open studios for
every creative spirit.
The class environment will be a creative hive of open
discussion and development of ideas, while we pound,
hammer, bend, rivet and shape our visions into
reality! Mark your calendars; registration opens soon,
and with only fourteen students, spots will fill up quickly!

Creativity Takes Courage
In this three day intensive, you will complete an
advanced pendant and chain creation. Prior to the
first day of class, you will be asked to prepare a
simple personal scrapbook of inspirational images,
patterns, shapes and designs. These can be
photographs, architectural details, elements from
classical paintings or sculpture, maps, fonts,
textures, fabric swatches, even patterns from the
natural world, such as mineral, sea, plant and
microscopic forms. Ideas from these images will
inform your final piece as we move step-wise from

conception to construction of the project.

Event Details

All-Inclusive Retreat

Featured Instructor: Anne Mitchell

Registration and a course catalog will be
available soon on our website. The allinclusive fee covers all meals, class fees, 4
nights of lodging in a semi-private room,
happy hours, Open Studio and Vivi Magoo
treats and goodies. Kit fee and transportation
costs are not included.

Anne Mitchell, master of metalwork, will be
joining us again to share her passion with our
students in this artist-in-residence style
retreat. Learn something new every day
alongside Anne!

Payment Options:
If you are interested in payment arrangements, please
contact Erin and she can help set you up on a payment
plan.
For Questions Please Contact:
Barb barb@vivimagoo.com or
Erin erin@vivimagoo.com
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